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These directions are intended to supplement the 
construction steps described and shown in the book 
Sewing Shirts with a Perfect Fit for each of its four example 
project garments. 

In the book chapters for these projects, the emphasis is on 
showing how I developed each project from a speci�c 
muslin draping execise, and then how I was able to 
continue incorporating the draping process into the 
construction stage itself, to ensure that the draped �t of the 
preliminary muslins is accurately maintained or adapted 
successfully when using the speci�c fashion fabrics and 
additional details chosen for each garment.

My hope is that just reading through these projects will help 
anyone take their own next steps after developing one or 
more fully customized basic �tting shirt patterns as 
described in the �rst half of the book, combining these with 
details available either in my previous books, or from any 
other pattern sources, or of their own devising, to come up 
with their own designs for speci�c garment projects. And 
then, to feel comfortable turning these ideas into garments 
without bene�t of speci�c step-by-step directions.

In that spirit, I’ve generally taken an improvisatory approach 
to each project, essentially making up techniques and 
solutions as I came to them while draping with the fashion 
fabric and the extra-wide seam allowances that make this 
feasible. This was a bit hair-raising at times, but fun, and it 

worked out well in support of my intention to also include 
at least a few fresh ideas and techniques that I’ve either not 
seen or not written about before, which are covered both in 
the book and in more detail in these directions. 

But please note that all completed and marked drapes are 
simply records of seam-line shapes proven to create a 
speci�c �t, so at any stage in which you’ve got the seam 
lines you need, whether you’re working with muslin or 
fashion fabric, you could stop �ddling with the drape, move 
o� the form, ignore my steps here, and start using any other 
existing directions for a shirt-based project to guide you in 
both adding any additional details and cutting the seam 
allowances needed to follow those directions.  There’s 
nothing about draping that dictates a particular 
construction, so long as you’ve got available fabric to create 
the needed allowances. See the “Converting Muslins…” 
download for more on using drapes with existing patterns.

Complete patterns for these projects aren’t available, but as 
each project is based on a draped shirt basic pattern and 
standard sleeve caps it’s reasonable, I think, to propose that 
this book is itself the directions for making them, especially 
since most not-rectangular details from each project are 
included here as full-size patterns in the Detail Patterns pdf.  

Questions welcome any time, here:
http://www.shirtmakingwithdpc.com/makingshirts/
…or on Facebook, etc. Enjoy!
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Add ½-in/13mm seam allowances unless otherwise speci�ed.
All patterns are labelled for cutting on the fabric right side.

To determine the CF band allowance you need:

1. Mark the band width you want on a strip of paper.

2, 3. Add a CF line between the width lines, then fold the paper on the width lines as you want the fabric to go when the 
band is �nished. These diagrams show how I chose to create the band in this project. Lots of other options are possible of 
course, incuding tracing o� these parts from existing patterns.

4. Align the folded strip’s CF line with the pattern’s and 
tape the end to the pattern wherever it falls.

5. Unfold the strip to show the band allowance needed for your 
planned folding arrangement.

6. Transfer the folding lines to the fashion fabric as notches at neck 
line and hem when cutting out. I generally like to extend the 
entire band-area length as shown here and in the book photos, 
especially at the hem, but that’s certainly optional, so long as you 
do include whatever allowances are needed for the band �nish 
you want at the hem.
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New draping 
allowance

Cut templates without seam 
allowances from sti� paper and 
use them as both cutting and 
folding guides, eye-balling allow-
ances as needed when cutting, 
then folding to get the �nal 
desired shape.
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Right Side Wrong Side

1. BACKS & YOKES: 
With right sides together, stitch the Side Backs to the Back. 
 

2. FRONTS & YOKES: 
Fold, press, and stitch the front bands on both Fronts. 
 

    With the wrong side of the Fronts to-yoke seams to the right side of 
the inner-yoke, stitch the Fronts to the inner yoke only. 
 
The outer yoke front edges will be secured after the Front Yokes are 
properly positioned beneath them, see pages 128-129. 
If there’s no question about where to position the front details, add 
them all to the fronts �rst, before joining fronts to the yoke.

   Press the seams towards the Back, prepare them for top- and 
edge-stitching from the right side, and stitch.

   Press all seams towards the neck. I chose not to topstitch the 
lower yoke edge at this point, waiting instead for the armholes 
to be �nalized when draping the sleeves.

    Sandwich the back assembly between the yoke layers with the 
outer yoke right sides together with the back, and the inner 
layer’s right side to the back’s wrong side, and stitch through 
all layers.

DESIGN OPTIONS: I want all visible seams and edges in this project to be both edge- and top-stitched, with the 
stitching lines the same width apart everywhere, regardless of how the actual seam is made.  The easiest way 
for me to ensure this is to stitch them all from the right side with the same �at-felling presser foot, used only 
as an edge guide along with pre-determined needle-position settings on the machine (see the Flat Felled 
Seams download for details). Both hand-turned and faux felled seams (in the same download) will work well 
with this approach, on the vertical back and side seams here; I used hand-turned. 
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3. FRONT DETAILS: 
Cut the Front details using the Pressing templates, judging the folding and 
pocket-facing allowances by eye or using a clear gridded ruler. Cut mirror-image 
pairs, plus a second pair for the inner layer of each �ap, which should also be a 
little shorter along the top edges as shown.

     After pressing over the templates, your detail collection should look like this, 
with upper edges raw except for the pockets which have stitched facings: 
 

     Align the contrast or inner pocket Flaps wrong sides together with the longer 
outer Flaps, adjusting the inner layer so it’s safely out of sight all around, but 
still able to be caught by the edge-stitching. Secure with glue stick (see page 
83), then both edge- and top-stitch as shown. 

     Before arranging the Front Yokes and Pockets, top-stitch at the predetermined 
distance from each folded edge to hold the folds and because it’s simpler to 
stitch the details by themselves rather than after they’re attached to the fronts.
 
The allowances I cut on my Front Yokes were too narrow (drat!) for this to 
make sense in my example, otherwise I would have.

TIP: Rotary cutters and rulers are ideal for cutting shapes like these, but 
the �nal accuracy of each �nished detail comes from folding, not 
cutting, when using a template to press around, so the non-facing cut 
edges don’t have to be precise.

Templates

If you need darts, make them after marking the pocket 
positions but before adding them; I stitched mine only as far 
as the pocket edges as shown.

Add pockets and front yokes by edge-stitching. (Back yokes 
not shown.)

Fold the outer back yoke into �nal position over the front 
yokes, pressing under the front edges along the seam line. 
Secure with edge- and top-stitching.
Trim neck line back to the original smooth curve.

(facing)

Flaps

Front Yoke

Front Yoke

Flaps

Pocket

Pocket

(facing)
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Arrange Flaps over the pockets and 
pin.

Mark the fold line along the top 
edge of each Flap, extending out 
onto the garment as well. Then 
insert pins into the Flap edges only 
on top of the markings to record the 
marked position. 

Fold and press Flaps over the stitching, 
then top- and edge-stitch as shown to 
�nish. 

Flip Flaps to the wrong side 
using the edge pins to realign 
them with the marks and pin 
(enlarged for visibility). 

Remove the edge pins, then 
stitch aong the marked line 
from Flap edge to edge, not 
beyond. 

4. COLLAR: 
Make collar as shown on pages 130-132. Here’s the same 
images larger and zoomable.
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As you can see directly above, I’m having a hard time maintaining consistent feeding as I 
edge and top-stitch the collars edges. I’ve seen this before, so it’s not a result of the 
wrapping technique. I put it down to the not-adjustable presser-foot pressure on my 
otherwise �rst-class domestic machine. Maybe a Te�on foot would help?—don’t know.

Otherwise, the most important thing is to maintain the collar-pattern’s slight original 
curve when you press over the allowances there, as in these last two pix. This helps the 
collar to fall well from the stand when joined to the stand’s slightly di�erent curve. 
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5. COLLAR STAND: 
Here’s my method for joining a stand+collar to a shirt, originally presented in my book 
Shirtmaking and demo’ed in my Shirtmaking Techniques DVD and my Craftsy 
shirt-details class. Feel free to use whatever method you prefer.

1. Stay-stitch through all layers just outside the neck-line seam line.

2. Cut the stand layers with the lower edge matching the 
neck-line allowances and all others at ¼in/6mm.

3. Align the neckline seam right sides together with one of the stand 
layer’s lower seam, clipping as needed, pin or baste…

4. With right sides together and on the other side of the neck line, align 
the other stand layer (shown o�set below for clarity only) with the 
neck-line seam and the other stand layer, pin or baste…

6. Roll the front-band edges away from the stand/neckline stitching 
lines so they’re clear of the stand’s front-end seam lines and the 
collar-length marks from the previous step, as shown.

7. Starting about the width of the 
front band away from the stand 
end, and with a shortened stitch 
length, stitch again directly on 
top of the previous neck-line 
seam pivoting at the stand end 
and then again at the stand’s top 
edge, and continue to the 
collar-length mark and stop, 
trimming your thread ends 
longer than usual there.

7. Starting about the width of the 
front band away from the stand 
end, and with a shortened stitch 
length, stitch again directly on 
top of the previous neck-line 
seam pivoting at the stand end 
and then again at the stand’s top 
edge, and continue to the 
collar-length mark and stop, 
trimming your thread ends 
longer than usual there.

8. Trim the seam allowances where 
you just stitched very close to 
the stitching, blending back to 
full width just short of the 
collar-length marks as shown.

     The trimming ensures no bulk 
where the button and button-
hole will be sewn.

8. Trim the seam allowances where 
you just stitched very close to 
the stitching, blending back to 
full width just short of the 
collar-length marks as shown.

     The trimming ensures no bulk 
where the button and button-
hole will be sewn.

9. Turn the stand to the right side, pulling on the front bands as you 
un-roll them to assist in the turning. On the inner stand layer only, 
clip the allowance at the collar-length marks and your long thread 
tails, so this allowance can fully un-fold to the outside, as shown.

9. Turn the stand to the right side, pulling on the front bands as you 
un-roll them to assist in the turning. On the inner stand layer only, 
clip the allowance at the collar-length marks and your long thread 
tails, so this allowance can fully un-fold to the outside, as shown.

5. With centers aligned, lay the �nished collar over one upper stand 
edge as shown and mark the collar ends on the stand. 

…then stitch exactly from seam 
end to end, just catching the 
neckline’s front-band edges 
and not going beyond them.

…and stitch again exactly on top of the stitches from 
the previous step, and from the same side.
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6. COLLAR TO STAND:
As described on page 132 in the book, trim the to-stand allowance 
on the collar to 1/4 in/6mm, to match the stand’s allowances.

6. COLLAR TO STAND:
As described on page 132 in the book, trim the to-stand allowance 
on the collar to 1/4 in/6mm, to match the stand’s allowances.

    Starting at the centers and with right sides together, align the just-trimmed 
collar allowances with the turned-out inner-stand allowance between the 
collar-length marks, and stitch out to those marks, as shown in the book 
images D and E from page 132, shown again here. 

    Starting at the centers and with right sides together, align the just-trimmed 
collar allowances with the turned-out inner-stand allowance between the 
collar-length marks, and stitch out to those marks, as shown in the book 
images D and E from page 132, shown again here. 

    As you stitch, bring the collar-edge curve into alignment with 
the stand allowance’s curve, until when you get to the end and 
the collar-length mark, your stitching line exactly lines up with 
the turned end of the stand, as shown in the drawing…
and in the repeated photos. 

    As you stitch, bring the collar-edge curve into alignment with 
the stand allowance’s curve, until when you get to the end and 
the collar-length mark, your stitching line exactly lines up with 
the turned end of the stand, as shown in the drawing…
and in the repeated photos. 
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Garment RS Garment WS

Placket RS Placket  WS
 FOLDING STEPS FOR A BALANCED

TRIANGULAR POINT

 Keep these edges parallel 
and perpendicular 

to the sides

    Turn the collar allowances inside the stand layers, loosening the stand stitches just 
at the collar length marks if necessary—which is what the long thread tails left 
there are there to help with, along with tightening up the stitches when you’re 
ready to close everything up, with those tails safely tucked inside, too. 

    Turn the collar allowances inside the stand layers, loosening the stand stitches just 
at the collar length marks if necessary—which is what the long thread tails left 
there are there to help with, along with tightening up the stitches when you’re 
ready to close everything up, with those tails safely tucked inside, too. 

    On the other side, arrange and press the un-clipped stand allowance so it just 
covers the stitches from the joining the collar step. I use little dabs of glue stick to 
secure the fold here so it doesn’t shift when I turn it over and edge-stitch around 
the whole collar…

    On the other side, arrange and press the un-clipped stand allowance so it just 
covers the stitches from the joining the collar step. I use little dabs of glue stick to 
secure the fold here so it doesn’t shift when I turn it over and edge-stitch around 
the whole collar…

    …as shown below.
I usually slightly angle the stitches away from the edge just below the collar, to be 
sure I do catch the folded edge on the other side.

    …as shown below.
I usually slightly angle the stitches away from the edge just below the collar, to be 
sure I do catch the folded edge on the other side.

7. PLACKET: 
Here’s my method for forming a classic shirt-sleeve placket, borrowed from the 
directions in my Shirtmaking Workbook, varied here to feature the top-stitching pattern 
I used for this project, at far right.

1. Place placket right 
side down over slash 
mark on garment WS. 
Mark stitching box, 
stitch around it and 
slash, clipping exactly 
into corners. Fold up 
and press outer seam 
allowances as shown. 

2. Fold and press each 
side of the binding 
fabric in half, bringing 
the outer edges over 
to exactly cover the 
stitching box sides as 
shown above. Turn 
placket entirely to the 
RS as shown below. 

3. On the RS, fold the 
underlap binding over 
the opening, making 
sure its free edge 
covers the stitching-
box stitches, and edge 
stitch as shown. 

4. Fold the overlap binding over the 
opening, making sure its free edge 
covers the stitching-box stitches on 
the other side, and edge stitch as 
shown, holding the underlap out of 
the way until you're clear of it. Position 
the horizontal part of the edge-
stitching so it catches the top edge 
of the stitching box, holding the seam 
allowances there securely inside.

  Make sure these 
corners turn perfectly. 
If they don't, go back 
and clip into them 
more deeply, then 
turn again and press 
the corners only, 
when they're well turned.  

FB F B

Lay out placket pieces like so 
on your sleeves; remember: BOTH 
are WS up.

I’m especially careful 
to stay right on the 
stand edge just where 
the stand got closed 
around the collar 
edge. 
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CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE OPTIONS:
If you’re not re-draping your fashion-fabric sleeves, all 
you need to decide is whether to add them �at, or as 
tubes, as discussed on page 89. In either case, the 
placket should be done �at, but if the sleeve is tubed 
�rst, you should also add the cu�s before inserting the 
sleeves, which makes for easier handling.
 
If you are re-draping and basting to do it, as I did for this 
project (see page 135), you have the same options since 
the sleeves can be draped just as well if only basted into 
tubes, along with the side seams. Either way, you can 
settle on the exact cu� placement (i.e., sleeve length) 

after the cap seam line is settled if you allow a little 
excess draping allowance at the cu� end of the sleeves, 
assuming that your re-draped sleeves were already 
pretty close to �gured out, so the re-draping variance 
isn’t going to be dramatic.

While you certainly could un-baste a re-draped and 
well-marked sleeve cap/armhole seam line for any 
reason, I’d generally just stitch right over the basted 
portion, trimming the allowances as needed before 
proceeding, to work for the seam type I’ll use (see the 
Flat Felled Seams download for details). The 
construction is the same in any case.

8. SLEEVES: 
In this project I used the tubed method for sleeve 
insertion with �at felled seams. That’s described in detail 
in Project 2, so here I’ll show the �at variation.

9. FINISHING: 
CUFFS—These are installed exactly as already described in Project 2.

    I made them exactly as already described here for the pocket �aps. That 
is, not by turning the joined layers, but by forming each layer separately 
with pre-folded and pressed seam allowances, using a pressing 
template. And then I simply edge- and top-stitched them together, with 
the inner layer’s sleeve seam already pressed to the inside.

Here’s how I do a standard �at 
insertion, starting at the centers with 
the sleeve right side up and with a 
prefolded cap allowance, right sides 
together with the garment armhole. As 
I stitch to each end, I swing the armhole 
and cap seam lines together so they 
remain aligned as intended.

If I’ve got an already partially basted 
seam laid �at, as above, the 
arrangement is the same, and all I need 
to do is trim and fold the allowances to 
recreate the set-up I’d have if not 
basted, as shown at right above…

…and then I proceed in the same way, 
stitching just inside or even on top of 
the basting, clipping it away as I go, 
and bringing the seam lines together as 
usual. I’ll then be able to press the seam 
open and do the second felling pass 
(see Project 2). And then close the side 
and underarm seams in one go.

HEMS—These are described and shown on page 137.

QUESTIONS? DON’T HESITATE: http://www.shirtmakingwithdpc.com/makingshirts/


